THE MASTER AND CHAITANYAISM
Porm, so in the macrocosm or the unlimited Mahat, the
Sphota is the Name, and the entire sensible universe is
the Form. The nearest possible symbol in the Sphota
is the Om. The Om has the same-relation to the universe,
as the idea has to the word. While the word and
the thought are bound up inextricably, there may be
various word-symbols for the same thought. But there
cannot be another word-symbol which may be an apt
substitute for this Om. The Om symbolises the Sphota
most and particularises it the least. The Om is the
combination of the three sounds—A, U, M. The Teacher
of the Gita says, cc! am A among the letters." A is the
throat-sound, M is the last-lip-sound. In pronouncing
U the back of the tongue is raised towards the back or
soft palate, and then the lips are rounded. So U "exactly
represents the rolling forward of the impulse which begins
at the root of the tongue, till it ends in the lips/'
Therefore, Om or Aum, the first manifester of Brahman,
is the representative of the entire phenomenon of
sound-production. All sounds are comprehended in it.
Nama-Brahman is the sacred name of Han with His
generalised symbol Om added to it. The worship of
Nama-Brahman, as identical with God Himself, was begun
by Srce Chaitanya, but it was Vijaykrishna, who made
it widespread. In thus giving currency to the worship
ol Nama-Brahman among the multitude, Vijaykrishna
declared himself to be in a state of pupilage to
Chaitanyaism ; and Sree Chaitanya Himself, when he met
Him on the banks of the Jumna, instructed him,—"Hari's
name, Ban's name, Hans name alone ; in the Kali Yuga
there is no other means of salvation, no other, indeed, no
other!" In this Age, mere chanting the name of Han,
which is a most unritualistic practice, is sufficient, nay,
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